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Biomass heat report

Executive summary
This report sets out to summarise the activities and observations from the site
prospecting and development work undertaken by the Carbon Trust’s Biomass
Heat Accelerator, and to highlight some of the key considerations for sites
wishing to make the most effective use of this technology.

Biomass heat is one of the key renewable technologies
available to meet the UK’s future low carbon heating
needs. The biomass installation industry is on a much
smaller scale than that for fossil fuel heating, and an
organisation considering installing a biomass boiler
is likely to face a number of hurdles related to lack of
familiarity with the technology and the fuel supply chain.
It is with this backdrop that the Carbon Trust’s Biomass
Heat Accelerator (BHA) was launched to deliver focused
activities to promote the uptake of this technology in the
commercial and industrial heating market in the UK.
The BHA sought to establish a baseline of biomass
heating knowledge, capability and cost in the UK relevant
to commercial installations in the 200kW to 2MW range.
BHA activities aimed to enable cost effective deployment
and to demonstrate and promote best practice in the use
of the technology and for the fuel supply chain.
This report sets out to summarise the activities and
observations from the site prospecting and development
work undertaken by the BHA which ran from 2008 to
early 2012.
Through the use of a ground-breaking GIS mapping
approach, a pipeline of prospective sites was identified
and refined based on their assumed appropriateness for
making use of this technology. This approach identified
sites that were likely to be using large quantities of
costly fossil fuel (oil and/or propane) with sufficient
space to install an appropriately sized biomass plant and
fuel store to create a ranked list of potential biomass
sites. Sites identified through this prospecting approach
were combined with a list of existing potential biomass
leads from other areas of Carbon Trust activity in order
to develop a refined list of potential sites. Around 1,200

of these sites were then contacted to offer the package
of specialist support in undertaking feasibility and (if
appropriate) development and implementation support.
In total, 50 sites were given feasibility studies and 8
biomass boilers were installed within the timeframe
allowed for the BHA. A further 9 sites were significantly
advanced and likely to install in the near future. The
specialist support given to the sites under the BHA
has meant that they are optimised to make the most
appropriate use of this technology.
Through these activities, it was found that the sites most
likely to implement were those where several of the
following points applied:
1. Biomass was to replace a large amount of high cost
fossil fuel.
2. The heat demand profile suited biomass boilers.
3. There was good availability of a relatively low cost
biomass fuel supply.
4. There was a strong client desire to reduce carbon as
part of the business ethos or due to inclusion within
the CRC programme.
Case studies have been produced to highlight key
project details of each of the sites which have
implemented to date.
In this report the business case and costs for biomass
are analysed and discussed. The findings show that if a
biomass installation is part of a properly designed and
integrated heating system, the lifetime savings achieved
through lower fuel costs, combined with financial
incentives (RHI), can far exceed the initial extra capital
compared with the cost of fossil fuel plant.
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1. The Biomass Heat Accelerator

1.1 Aims and approach

1.1.1 Renewable heat: the challenge

The Carbon Trust’s Biomass Heat Accelerator (BHA)
was launched in May 2006 following the Carbon Trust’s
Biomass Sector Review, which identified the significant
contribution that solid fuel biomass heating could make
to the UK’s low carbon heating targets. Its main objective
was to facilitate the commercialisation of the nascent
biomass heating market in order to deliver cost effective
carbon savings to the UK, and to facilitate this through
5 interlinked workstreams:

A massive expansion in the deployment of renewable
heat is required to achieve the UK 2020 targets for
CO2 emissions reduction (see Appendix 2). The central
scenario proposed by DECC’s Renewable Energy
Strategy1 shows approximately half of this coming from
biomass heat. This will require a rapid and accelerated
uptake of biomass heating systems. However, to reach
these targets there are first a number of significant
hurdles to be overcome. These barriers can generally
be split into the following categories:

t Workstream 1: Data gathering and benchmarking.
t Workstream 2: Installer’s cost-base reduction
interventions.
t Workstream 3: Refining of market potential and
demonstration of best practice.
t Workstream 4: Fuel supply-chain activities.
t Workstream 5: Knowledge transfer.
This report primarily focuses on the activities undertaken
in Workstream 3, although many of the outputs of the
other BHA activities have fed into the best practice
approach to site development.

t Technical.
t Spatial.
t Economic.
t Regulatory.
t User confidence.
t Supply chain.
If these hurdles can be overcome, then there are
substantial rewards available through government support
mechanisms and the potential cost savings of this
technology, in comparison to costly fossil fuels, make an
attractive proposition in many instances.
An explanation of these hurdles and outputs of activities
that the BHA has undertaken to address these are
presented in more detail in Appendix 2.
All outputs of BHA activities can be found at
www.carbontrust.com/biomass

1 DECC

renewable energy strategy (RES) (2009)

1.2 The need for the BHA
At the time that the BHA was launched, relatively little
was known about solid fuel biomass heating technologies
in the UK, and the immature market consisted mainly
of equipment importers who had varying levels of
experience in installing commercial heating applications.
As demonstrated by the sample of installations monitored
at the start of the BHA (see Appendix 3), biomass
systems installed in the UK have typically suffered from
poor reliability and performance when compared with
either fossil fuel plant or the more developed European
biomass installations. The problems arise from several key
areas including system design, build and integration, fuel
quality and handling, operational practices and operator/
end user knowledge.
The large majority of biomass systems are combined
with an auxiliary fossil fuel system to provide for both
peak load and backup heating. Poor reliability results in
unexpected down time, increased utilisation of fossil fuel
backup systems and general discontent with the biomass
system. This tends to lead to ever-decreasing use of the
biomass system with the ‘reliable’ fossil fuel system
being increasingly called on.
A reliable biomass system may still suffer from issues
of poor performance. These may be caused by incorrect
system sizing, inadequate thermal store capacity or
poor system design, controllability and integration with
the fossil fuel heating system. In underperforming
systems, the fossil fuel boiler will usually take over the
load intended to be supplied from biomass, reducing
the carbon savings.

1.2.1 Common issues with current
biomass installations
The Carbon Trust commissioned a monitoring project in
2008-2009 to determine common operational issues that
were being experienced by existing biomass system.
A summary of this is provided in Appendix 3. The issues
identified in this report were tackled in subsequent
activities of the BHA programme.
To establish if problems still exist today for non
BHA supported projects, a separate study was also
commissioned and conducted by the BHA Quality
Assurance team in the Closeout Stage of the BHA
in November 2011. The key findings of this study are
presented in Appendix 4. The two reports provide a good
insight into common problems found both historically and
currently within the industry. They also provide a baseline
as which to assess the BHA backed projects and how
they sought to tackle key issues.

1.2.2 Financial support: the RHI and CRC
RHI
The Renewable Heat Incentive2 (RHI) is a government
funded reward scheme to support the delivery of
renewable heat to meet the UK’s 2020 targets. The
scheme was originally announced in the UK’s Renewable
Energy Strategy (RES) and therefore any installation
after the 15th July 2009 can apply for support under
the scheme. Ofgem has responsibility for administering
the RHI and for enforcement of the necessary RHI
qualifying conditions.
After a number of revisions and negotiations with both UK
stakeholders and the European Union the first phase of
the scheme was launched in November 2011. This phase
supports commercial heat users, a phase for domestic
users will follow.
The final tariffs depend on two elements:
t Boiler Capacity Rating (kWth).
t Biomass Heat Produced (Metered, kWh).
These are applied into a range of different boiler capacity
bands,. The current rates are shown in Figure 1-1; these
are both inflation linked and dependent on the period
of installation. The rates are scheduled to be reviewed
following the first phase of the RHI 2011-2015.

2 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/meeting_energy/renewable_ener/incentive/incentive.aspx
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Figure 1-1 Published rates for the RHI, 2011-2015, RPI linked
Tariff name

Eligible
technology

Eligible sizes

Tariff rate
(pence/ kWh)

Tariff
duration
(Years)

Support
calculation

Small biomass

Solid biomass;
Municipal Solid
Waste (incl. CHP)

Less than
200 kWth

Tier 1 : 7.9

20

Tier 2: 2.0

20

200 kWth and
above; less than
1,000 kWth

Tier 1 : 4.9

20

Tier 2: 2.0

20

Metering
Tier 1 applies
annually up to the
Tier Break, Tier 2
above the Tier
Break. The Tier
Break is: installed
capacity x 1,314
peak load hours,
i.e.: kWth x 1,314

1,000 kWth
and above

1

20

Medium biomass

Large Biomass

Metering

The RHI support tariffs proposed initially were based
purely on the kWh of biomass heat produced, with unit
support levels being based on banded boiler capacities.
The majority of biomass schemes planned over the last
two years will have been assessed on the basis of this
original proposed form of the RHI.

1.3 Biomass heating economics

To enable the RHI benefit to be calculated, all qualifying
installations must be equipped with heat meters to
measure heat output of the biomass systems. For a
straightforward installation only a single meter is required
but additional meters will also be required for large and
more complex installations, particularly where distribution
losses are likely.

1.3.1 Capital expenditure

The RHI is intended to present a ‘level playing field’
through the differential tariff levels offered at different
scales. The higher tariff levels for small scale commercial
biomass systems are expected to offset the higher
borrowing costs from the small business sector and to
counteract the economies of scale typically seen with
larger biomass systems.

This section looks at a number of aspects of economics
of a heating system: capital expenditure, operational
expenditure and through life costing.

The substantial capital costs are frequently the main
factor in assessing either the viability of a biomass system
or the comparison between a number of alternative
biomass systems. However, the lowest capital cost
does not necessarily equate to the lowest operational or
through life costs.
Capital expenditure for a biomass heating system project
would typically include some or all of the following items:
t Biomass boiler, electrical connection & controls.
t Fuel feeding system.
t Fuel store.

According to the RHI Impact Assessment3 without the
RHI support, business-as-usual UK 2020 renewable heat
contribution would be approximately 10TWh per annum,
while an additional 57TWh of renewable heat per annum
would be incentivised under the RHI.

t Energy centre/boiler house.

CRC

t Transport/delivery.

Organisations which qualify for the Carbon Reduction
Commitment (CRC) will earn an additional incentive for
reducing their annual carbon emissions by using biomass
heat. This is currently worth £12/tonne of carbon saved.

3 RHI

IA -

t Accumulator/thermal store.
t Flue system and associated gas cleaning.
t Design, project management & commissioning.

t Interconnectors (mechanical services: inc.
re-engineered header etc).
t Ancillary equipment.
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t Training, warranties.
t Removal of redundant plant etc..
t District heat network (DHN).
t Contingency.
t The cost of a fossil fuel top-up or stand-by boiler
(if required).
In addition to the upfront capital costs for the biomass
system, there will be further periodic outlay for
replacement parts. These costs may be covered within a
maintenance contract so it is easier to consider them as
operational costs.
Here a retrofit system is being considered, there may also
be additional costs associated with the project as a result
of other required maintenance works, or improvements to
the thermal performance of existing building fabric.

1.3.2 Operational expenditure
Operational expenditure is considered here to include
both the ongoing costs of fuel and attendance and the
maintenance costs. A greater level of manual input may
be required for a biomass boiler in comparison to an oil or
gas boiler. In addition, with more ancillary plant a biomass
boiler would be expected to have higher maintenance
costs over its life than an equivalent fossil fuel boiler.
A typical biomass heating system would include the
following operational expenditure:
t Biomass fuel and delivery costs.
t Residual fossil fuel costs.
t Attendance costs.

7

When accounting for annual operational expenditure
any available incentives should be included. These
may include:
t The Renewable Heat Incentive.
t The CRC value of carbon – for all organisations
within the CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme.
Where a biomass system is considered primarily on
financial grounds it must attain an acceptable payback
term and Return on Investment (ROI). This can only be
achieved where the combined net cost of the biomass
fuel and financial incentives are significantly lower than
the cost of the alternative fossil fuel. The operational
expenditure is minimised by maximising the amount of
heat delivered by the biomass system.

1.3.3 Through life costing
Through life costing includes the combination of
all upfront capital and ongoing operational costs
encountered over the project life of the heating system.
This method provides the most complete economic
view of the system; however it will always be constrained
by the projection of future fuel costs, both biomass
and the alternative fossil fuel. Any economically viable
biomass system will have to show better through life
costs than an alternative fossil fuel based system.
Figure 1-2 shows the dominance of capital cost for
biomass schemes while the ongoing fuel costs are
relatively low. For fossil fuel schemes, upfront capital
costs are low whilst fuel costs dominate. These cost
relationships are vividly illustrated when viewed over
the typical 20 year life of a boiler plant.

t Maintenance costs.

Future fuel price assumptions
Fossil fuel prices have escalated dramatically over the past decade due to decreasing accessible reserves,
rapidly expanding global demand and market speculation. None of these factors are likely to significantly
diminish in the midterm so it seems likely there will be continued upward pressure on fossil fuel prices.
Biomass, as an alternative to fossil fuel, will ultimately be linked to the price of fossil fuel through market
forces. For this report both fossil fuel and biomass have been given the same fuel escalation rate for the
through life costing central scenario.
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Figure 1-2 Comparison between biomass and fossil fuel capital and operating costs over 20 years
£860,000
£780,000
£700,000

Costs (over 20 years)

£620,000
£540,000
£460,000
£380,000
£300,000
£220,000
£140,000
£60,000
-£20,000
-£100,000

Biomass capex
Maintenance cost

Biomass opex
Attendance cost

The biomass costs were based on the average costs for
the systems of capacity 200kWth to 500kWth taken from
feasibility studies delivered under the BHA. Fossil fuel
costs were based on data provided from industry reviews.
The relative cost make-up of biomass and fossil fuel
systems is clearly visible, with the capital heavy biomass
system contrasting sharply with the low capital but high
fuel cost conventional system. It should be noted that net
biomass fuel cost, once incentives have been deducted,
is actually negative.

4 In

Fossil fuel capex

Fossil fuel opex

Net fuel cost (after RHI and CRC income)

Capital cost

Figure 1-2 compares the capital costs and operational
costs of the two systems over 20 years. A 3.5% discount
rate has been applied to fuel and operating costs. Despite
the attractively low capital cost of the fossil fuel option,
over the life of a boiler installation, the capital cost
pales into insignificance compared to the fuel cost. In
the typical example above the 20 year cost of the fossil
fuel scheme is shown to be just over £800k. In contrast
however, the capital, fuel, operational and maintenance
costs of biomass are offset by the receipt of the RHI
giving a net annual operational cost of approximately
zero for the biomass scheme. Over 20 years the project
lifetime saving of biomass over fossil fuel is around £480k
for this typical example4.

this example escalation of fossil fuel price and the cost of money has been ignored.
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2. Site development process

2.1 Targeting suitable sites and developing best practice
Drawing on the observations made in the earlier stages of the BHA, the programme aimed to demonstrate that biomass
systems can be delivered to appropriate sites that maximise the financial and carbon benefits of this technology on a
through life costing basis. This process is summarised in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1 Site prospecting and development process
Ad-hoc leads

GIS leads

Flyer sites
(by mail)
Telephone engagement

Lead generation
Sourcing and refining of contacts based on development potential.

Site refinement and selection
Informing sites of offer and assessing their potential for BHA support
based on implementation potential and site desirability.
Selection of appropriate sites.

Review completed
questionnaires
Appoint consultant
Deliver feasibility
QA and VE
Development support
Specify
and procure

Appraisal of potential site economics.

Biomass feasibility study
Recruitment of matched consultants to assess actual potential
of biomass development for site.
Appraisal of cost appraisal for development.

Biomass development support
Assisting sites in specification and consents for development.

QA and VE

Appraisal of quoted development costs.

Implementation support

Biomass implementation support
Installation
and handover

Assisting sites with ensuring installation is delivered appropriately.
QA and VE

Review of actual implementation costs.
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Key to this process was the development of a credible source of leads/prospective biomass sites, which was delivered
though our unique GIS mapping process in parallel with the review of existing CT contacts. Support was provided to
all sites that were selected for feasibility studies and any sites that successfully progressed to the development and
implementation phases.

Figure 2-2 Progress of sites through the BHA process

Identified
(32,000)

Contacted
(1,200)

Feasibility
(50)

Development
(20)

Implemented
(8 + 9 *)

* Implementation: 8 sites had been implemented by the end of the BHA programme with a further 9 likely to be completed within the near future.
Two of these were identified and assisted in the early stage by the BHA but progressed to completion without BHA support.

2.2 Site identification
The sites that were believed to be the most economically
viable for the installation (primarily retrofit) of biomass
heating were established. This was based on four
main factors:
t Cost of alternative heating fuel.
t Site spatial constraints.
t Availability of biomass fuel.
t Political will (including incentives and restrictions).
A GIS mapping exercise identified c.3,800 sites across
the UK with a potential total capacity of c.2,400MW.
These sites were in key sectors, deemed to have high
heat demands, which were off the gas grid (likely to be
using oil, propane or even coal and/or electricity) with
substantial building footprints and located primarily
in rural or semi-urban locations.
In addition to these sites, existing Carbon Trust contacts
in key sectors were followed up to identify sites that
had strong leanings towards biomass heating. The
final dataset was cross referenced with a list of known
biomass installations to ensure that we did not engage
with sites that were already employing biomass heating.
Whilst the GIS mapping was useful to understand the
realistic market limits, it was the existing ‘warm leads’
which delivered greater returns in the later phases –
primarily due to the strict timelines imposed by the
BHA programme.

GIS mapping
Figure 2-3 Target site mapping process
Business/organisation category review
Identification of off-gas grid area
Category review and definition of
heat metric and energy benchmarks
Collection/calculation of heat metric data
Heat demand estimation
Application of economic analysis
Site ranking/prioritisation
To establish which sites were most economically
attractive, the analysis focused on off-gas grid areas,
since sites in these areas would be using higher cost
fuels (e.g. oil, LPG, coal or electricity). By collating data
on the extent of the gas grid, and contrasting that with
a ‘points of interest’ dataset which identifies the type
of business and spatial location throughout the UK,
we were able to establish which businesses were not
located close to the gas grid.

Biomass heat report

Figure 2-4 Target site mapping output
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Figure 2-5 Breakdown of identified potential off-grid
biomass sites by key sectors

Horticultural (1710)

Country estates/houses (903)

MOD (6)

Pools and leisure centres (740)

Food processing (1377)

Council buildings (481)

Other manufacturing (534)

Care homes (1282)

Schools (3318)

Tertiary education (155)

Commercial/non-residential
district heating (895)

Hotels (7492)

Public buildings (660)
Sawmills and timber
processing (791)

Hospitals (464)
Other (490)

Agricultural (10399)

Figure 2-6 Breakdown of identified potential off-grid
biomass sites by region

Following the site identification the sites’ potential heat
demand was calculated using estimates based on the
site sector classification and building floor area. This
was combined with an assessment of the proportion of
heat that could realistically be supplied to that site from
biomass, based on a sector benchmark assumption.

Existing leads
Existing leads were drawn from Carbon Trust contacts
where biomass heating had been identified as a potential
carbon saving measure. These varied from public sector
sites such as local authority schools and MOD barracks to
private sector sites such as hotels and factories.

Selection refinement
Once all of the sites had been identified and their heat
demand estimated, they were ranked according to the
perceived score on cost effectiveness and ‘political
will’ for installing biomass and the top ranking sites
were engaged by the BHA in order to offer support in
implementing a biomass heating project.

East Midlands (2358)

Highlands and Islands (3000)

East of England (2998)

Lothians (82)

London (2)

Mid Scotland and Fife (880)

North East (794)

North East Scotland (1339)

North West (1971)

South of Scotland (1621)

South East (2814)

West of Scotland (221)

South West (6290)

Mid and West Wales (1994)

West Midlands (2427)

North Wales (671)

Yorkshire and the Humber (1824)

South Wales Central (282)

Central Scotland (119)
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2.3 Site engagement
The top 5% of sites ranked in the site identification
process were contacted by direct mail and, where
possible, a follow up phone call, and asked to log their fuel
consumption details and willingness to consider biomass
heating. The aim was to test the assumptions of the sites’
appropriateness for making use of biomass heat before
offering them support in the form of a feasibility study.

2.4 Feasibility studies
The refined list of appropriate sites were then offered
feasibility studies to help build up a more detailed technoeconomic appraisal of proposal biomass heating at their
site. Fifty sites accepted and agreed to start this process.
These feasibility studies were delivered by our pool of
15 technical consultancies following our prescribed best
practice guidelines and tools. These feasibility studies
built up an outline business case for the site to consider
progressing with biomass, considering:
t Heat demand: current and future.
t Site constraints: assess spatial, operational,
environmental constraints.
t Client requirement: operational involvement, fuel
storage/capacity, fuel handling ability, delivery
constraints, installation programme constraints.
Before submitting the feasibility studies to the sites, they
were scrutinised by the BHA technical review team to
ensure consistency of approach and to identify any areas
of refinement.
Where necessary sites were also given support
with defining potential solutions to meet fuel supply
requirements.

2.4.1 The feasibility process
The feasibility process steps were:
t Initial assessment.
t Appointment of a Technical Design Consultant (TDC)
and a Technical Reviewer.
t Feasibility study.
t A Quality Assurance (QA) Review.
t A Value Engineering (VE) Review.

Initial assessment
This stage identified the major issues that would need
consideration during the feasibility study. This included the
highlighting of issues such as;
t Demand assessment: existing fuel consumption,
heat monitoring, future demand.
t Site assessment: key aspects, spatial, storage,
delivery, on site handling.
t Identifying users’ priorities: lowest capital cost,
lowest operational cost, minimum maintenance/
onsite operations, maximised biomass, maximum
capacity factor etc..
t Large sites: centralised boiler plant versus multiple
distributed installations.
These issues were then highlighted to the TDC and
Technical Reviewer to ensure they were adequately
considered in the feasibility study.

Feasibility study
The feasibility studies were conducted by the TDC who
was appointed by the Carbon Trust in agreement with
the client. All feasibility studies included one or more site
visits by the TDC.
The feasibility studies were prepared using a report
template designed in Workstream 2 of the BHA. The
presentation of capital costs and plant performance was
undertaken using a pre-configured Excel template to
assure conformity across the separate reports.
Other tools were available to the TDCs preparing the
feasibility such as the Biomass Decision Support Tool
and the Economic Appraisal Tool. These legacy tools
are available for others to use after the BHA programme
has finished.
The feasibility studies all assessed the practicality of
installing biomass boilers and associated fuel stores, the
optimum combination of boiler size and thermal store
to match the site thermal demand, the performance
of the plant, the cost of attendance and maintenance,
the economic incentives that may be available to the
project in terms of either grants or ongoing payments
such as the Renewable Heat Incentive or the benefit
that may be available under schemes such as the Carbon
Reduction Commitment (CRC). Taking all these factors
into consideration the financial indicators such as simple
payback period and Net Present Values were assessed.

Biomass heat report

Both the RHI and the CRC were under development
during the feasibility studies, which were generally
undertaken between November 2009 and March 2010.
Consequentially, whilst an attempt was made to evaluate
the potential effects of these incentives on each project,
these figures could only be based on the best estimates
of the benefits at the time of study.

QA review
The QA review consisted of a check by the independent
Atkins reviewer of the presentation of the report, the
accuracy of the assumptions and calculations used.

VE review
The Value Engineering review was to ensure that as
far as possible the most economic solution had been
recommended. This included checks on aspects such as
boiler and thermal store sizing to ensure that the optimum
balance between capital cost and potential fossil fuel
saving had been achieved, the most appropriate boiler and
fuel storage solutions had been identified and the most
economic heat distribution system had been selected.
Following these reviews the feasibility studies were
redrafted and issued to the clients for their consideration.

2.5 Development support
The BHA development process sought to assist projects
that had both developed an acceptable business case
during the feasibility study and had client support for
imminent progression. Because of the timeframe of the
BHA programme, projects that clients could not commit
to in the near term could not be considered for further
support. The timeframes involved with larger projects
meant that it was not always possible see a project through
to implementation, and so the programme supported such
projects as far as they could progress in 2011.
Following the delivery of the feasibility study, those sites
which had favourable cases for the implementation of
biomass heating (20 sites) were offered support to work up
detailed proposals for the specification and integration of
biomass heating which they could then send out to tender.

2.5.1 The development process
After completion of the feasibility study, development
support was provided to a number of suitable sites. The
process steps were:
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t Performance specification.
t System design.
t Tender preparation and evaluation.
t Establish fuel supply options with suppliers.

Building the business case
The initial feasibility study was reassessed in the light of
additional information, for example from new metered
demand data or confirmed knowledge of site expansion.

Options appraisal
Complex projects tended to enter an options appraisal
as the first stage of the development process. This
considered a number of heating options in combination
with a number of different existing fossil fuel based boiler
house options. Other factors included:
t Establishing the base case ‘do minimum’, where a ‘do
nothing’ may not be an option due to old and failing
fossil fuel plant.
t Assessing other potential heat users in the local vicinity.
t Establishing options for new boiler houses/
energy centres.
t Establishing options for new District Heating Network
and integration with the existing distribution system or
DHN circuits.
t Fully considering the programme of works, minimising
disruption to key areas and operational practices.

Performance specification
After satisfactory conclusion of the revised feasibility
study or options appraisal, a performance specification
was usually prepared for the tender process. This typically
included the following sections:
t Overview of scope of work.
t Statutory services.
t Regulatory requirements.
t Existing system parameters and constraints.
t Load information.
t Biomass boiler plant, thermal store and controls.
t Fuel handling and bunkers.
t Fossil boiler plant.

t Building the business case.

t Flues.

t Options appraisal.

t Mechanical services, pumps and pipework.
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t Electrical services.

2.6 Implementation support

t Controls and controls strategy.

Following the return of the tenders, the TDC’s services
were offered to help the site review the tenders and
award the contract. Beyond contract award, the TDC was
available to help the site to develop their installation,
gain necessary consents and ensure that the appropriate
implementation procedures were carried out. Generally,
this stage consisted of:

t Building and civils work.
t Contractors design requirements.
t CDM regulations.

System design
Depending upon the design and contracting route chosen
by the client it was sometimes necessary for a biomass
system consultant to prepare an outline or detailed design
for the tender process, however it was more usual that the
winning tender bidder would prepare the detailed design.

Tender preparation and evaluation
Depending upon the contracting route chosen,
one or several tender packages was produced.
Each tender package would typically consist of the
following documents:
t Form of contract to be used.
t Specification.
t Drawings.
t CDM design risk assessments.
t CDM stage 1 health and safety plan
(where applicable).
t Regulatory requirements.
t Form of tender return.

Establish fuel supply options with suppliers
Establishing suitable fuel supplies and suppliers is of far
greater importance to a biomass system than to a typical
a fossil fuel based system where the market is already
mature. A number of the TDCs advocated starting the
fuel supply negotiations with potential suppliers as early
as possible. This enables the client to accurately assess
the options themselves and also to understand the
alternatives to those that may be offered by the winning
bidder from the tender process.
The outputs of this stage were subject to detailed review
by our technical review team, before being submitted
to the site for their own internal review and integration
into their preferred procurement route. In addition, the
consultants helped the site to identify and apply for any
relevant consents.

t Site – civils (and investigation, access etc)
BHA experience confirmed that site investigations should
be conducted as early as possible so that potential
problems could be identified and mitigated for, minimising
the risk and impact to the later installation programme.
The reduction of unknowns de-risks a project and reduces
costs associated with risks in the tenders.
Site civil engineering works are likely to be required for
fuel stores and their access and new boiler houses or
energy centres. Reuse of existing buildings may require
reinforcing of existing slabs for the additional weight of
the biomass boiler and thermal stores. Additional access
may be required for boiler or thermal store installation and
future maintenance.
t Boiler system installation
During the installation of the boiler system and associated
mechanical and electrical services, the following items
were typically covered:
t Removal of redundant plant and safe disposal.
t Access and cranage of boilers and thermal store.
t Modifications to existing pipework and hydraulic
integration and connection of the biomass boiler.
t Thermal insulation of services.
t District Heating Network (where applicable).
t Installation of new flue.
t Installation of bunker and fuel feed system.
t Installation of ash handling system (where applicable).
t Ancillary electrical services.
t New controls system and controls integration.
t Flushing and filling.
t Water treatment.
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t Commissioning
Following the successful installation and integration of
the boiler system, it must be tested and commissioned.
Commissioning a system requires suitable heat load and
fuel supply (preferably from the chosen fuel supplier, or
of an equivalent specification). Typically commissioning
would take place in the following order:
t Hydraulic commissioning.
t Commissioning of changes to loads.
t Commission boiler plant using manual control settings.
t Commission automatic controls and set up overall
control strategy of plant.

2.7 Close-out
Where the site had given the consultant appropriate
authority, the consultant witnessed the defined
commissioning checks and ensured the installation was
appropriately handed over to the site’s responsible person.
Finally, the consultant delivered a full implemented cost
break down and case study to the technical review team,
in order that this data could be consolidated and used to
inform further biomass development work.
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3. Observations on feasibility studies

3.1 Feasibility studies: the selected sites
Feasibility studies were conducted as described in
Section 2.4. The sites were selected to cover a range
of heating demands, industry sectors and geographical
regions. As detailed in Section 2.2, the most important
selection consideration was the sites’ existing fossil fuel
type. A profile of the selected sites by existing fossil fuel
type and boiler capacity is shown in Figure 3-1 below.
The BHA programme selection criteria (see Section 2.2),
aimed primarily at off gas grid sites, can be seen by the

dominance of the oil fired boilers. However, there were a
number of sites that did have gas fired heating systems.
These were included due to a strong appetite for biomass
from the client, and were favourable for reasons such
as failing fossil fuel plant, the availability of relatively low
cost biomass fuel stock, or as part of a strategy to reduce
carbon consumption on a wider estate. There were also a
number of sites with LPG and electrical heating,
the latter included electrically heated social housing.

Figure 3-1 Sites by existing fuel type and fossil fuel boiler capacity
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3.1.1 Boiler project pay-back (including RHI)
The primary factor in assessing the viability of a typical
project is the simple payback period. This is determined
by the capital outlay and the net operational savings
when compared with a fossil fuel alternative. A plot of
boiler size against payback period, as calculated by the
TDCs at the feasibility stage, is illustrated below in Figure
3-2, showing all schemes assessed at feasibility stage.
It should be noted that for some sites there were two
or three schemes assessed and these are all shown on
the graph. Projects are split by fuel type and whether
they progressed beyond the feasibility stage. There
were also a number of projects that were shown not to
be viable due to very long payback periods, these have
been excluded from the graph. These data points are also
excluded from subsequent analysis that seeks to provide
a representative view of typical projects. Additionally,
there were a small number of projects that were
originally proposed and specified as wood chip but that
subsequently changed to pellet during the development
process. These are represented here as initially specified.

Figure 3-2 shows the situation without any benefits of the
CRC as these were uncertain at the time, and the value of
carbon savings could not be finally determined, although
clients were aware of the potential affects as it applied to
their particular site and took this into consideration in their
decisions about biomass5.
The sites marked “progressed” are those that took the
decision to move forward from Feasibility stage to the
Development stage of the BHA process as described in
Section 2.5.
The majority of the woodchip boiler options that progressed
achieved a simple payback less than eight years with the
worst payback being just over ten years. All progressed
wood chip projects (with one exception) were at or below
the 500kW capacity mark. This was strongly influenced by
the original proposed RHI banding, which heavily favoured
boilers of this capacity in preference to the 500kW to 1MW
capacity. Some projects proposed what would otherwise
be considered undersized boilers just to capitalize upon this
support and so improve the business case.

Figure 3-2 Simple payback period by boiler size (with RHI)
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small number of sites were removed from the analysis as they were deemed to be non-representative of the majority of likely future UK biomass
installations; reducing the sample size from x to y.
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There was a spread of paybacks for the pellet fired boilers,
ranging from four to eight years. Several projects, of both
fuel types, were shown to achieve a simple payback below
five years, but did not progress to the development stage.
There were two key economic influences on clients’
decisions. The first was the continued uncertainty about the
form and timing of the RHI support and the second was
the major economic downturn when many organisations,
both private and public, were experiencing or anticipating
a series of capital expenditure budget cuts. Several clients
also reported that they felt it was inappropriate to be
making large capital investments whilst simultaneously
reducing the work force. In addition to this economic
backdrop the potential complexity of some biomass
installations created sufficient uncertainty to prevent them
from further progression within the BHA programme
timeframe. The key reasons were identified as:

Biomass installations at a number of sites had long
payback periods and so failed to progress further.
Of particular note were steam boilers for industrial
processes, both wood chip and pellet fired, where
biomass capital costs proved to be exceptionally high
as specific bespoke designs were required.

3.1.2 The impact of the renewable
heat incentive
Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 below show the simple payback
periods for the wood chip and wood pellet schemes
respectively, as calculated at feasibility study stage for all
proposals (including where there were multiple project
proposals for one site).
The graphs show the position with and without the
inclusion of the of the expected RHI at the time of the
feasibility studies and also with the RHI re-calculated in
the final form published in November 2011. Outliers with
extremely long payback periods have been removed.

t Client did not have sufficient capital.
t Client could not fit the project within their off-season
and the BHA programme timeline.

The graphs show that the RHI reduces the payback
period for all schemes and, as intended for schemes
up to 1000 kW, levels the payback period between project
sizes to between 4 and 7 years. Unsurprisingly schemes
of over 1000 kW show an increase in payback periods for
the final RHI as the original plan was to award schemes
of over 1000 kW with 2.6 p/kWh and this was later
reduced to 1.0 p/kWh.

t Client wished to study potential fuel supplies further
before progressing.
t Client considered biomass to be higher maintenance
than an alternative low carbon heat source.
t The project progressed but not under the BHA
programme for commercial and contractual reasons.
t Site integration issues made the project
technically complex.

Figure 3-3 Simple payback period by boiler size: wood chip
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Figure 3-4 Simple payback period by boiler size: wood pellet
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Figure 3-5 Selected sites by sector
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The sector breakdown was dominated by schools,
with pools and leisure centres and council buildings
also contributing strongly. Good progression rates were
seen for country estates, sawmills and, leisure centres.
Projects in food processing, other manufacturing,
tertiary education, hotels, hospitals and public building
sectors failed to progress. However, a number of
projects were also added at the development stage,
including a hospital project.

1. Biomass was to replace a high cost fossil fuel.
2. Demand profile that suited biomass boilers.
3. Good availability of a relatively low cost biomass
fuel supply.
4. There was a strong client desire to reduce carbon
as part of the business ethos or due to inclusion
within the CRC programme.
Sawmills fitted strongly into the first three categories,
several of the schools were driven by points 1 and 4,
and also had a reasonably good demand profile. Leisure
centres are generally dominated by points 2 and 4.

The projects that progressed did so in spite of the
uncertainty associated with the RHI and managed
to do so for one or more of the following key reasons:

3.1.3 Regional breakdown
Figure 3-6 Breakdown of sites by region
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Twenty six English sites, seventeen Scottish, four Welsh and five Northern Irish sites were selected. The relative
strength of the Scottish sites was largely due to a particularly proactive national Renewable Energy policy, high levels
of available indigenous woodland, and hence biomass fuel, and relatively poor mains gas grid infrastructure. There
was a strong progression of sites beyond the feasibility stage in Scotland and Wales with around 41% of the former
progressing and 50% of the Welsh sites. This compared with one Northern Irish site (which progressed without BHA
support) and only 27% of the English sites, although a number of additional English projects joined the programme after
the feasibility phase was completed.
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3.1.4 Timelines
As described in Section 2, projects are typically broken down into a number of key stages. Not only does this provide
a framework for discrete work packages, it also enables projects to be scheduled in with clients’ requirements such as
financing, integration within a larger project and site access.
The timeline of the key stages of the supported biomass projects from feasibility study to commissioning, are illustrated
in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7 Project stage durations
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The wide variance in timescales for the different project
stages was mainly caused by the diverse nature of the
projects and the specific client requirements.
The length of the options appraisal stage varied
considerably, making a significant component of several
of the projects. This reflects the complicated nature
of some sites, particularly where district heating and

Tender

Site – civils

Boiler installation

Commissioning

multiple stakeholders are involved in the process. Projects
that had a clearly defined solution in the feasibility stage
did not require a subsequent options appraisal. For many
of the larger projects, the options appraisal significantly
reduced the effort and time required to produce the
system specification, as much of the work had already
been covered.
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The shortest project took just under 300 days to complete
the stages. Because of gaps in the process to allow
for decision making, this project ran from starting the
feasibility study in January 2010 to final commissioning
in March 2011. Typical project durations range from 15 to
24 months depending on the technical and commercial
complexity of the scheme.
Several projects encountered delays against their original
project schedules. The significant factors contributing to
delays observed during the BHA programme include:
t RHI – delays due to uncertainty of release date and
support levels.
t Financing – economic downturn and uncertainty of near
term income.
t Business case approval – larger organisations often
have a lengthy, multi-phased approval process.
t Review process – although the QA and VE review
process brought substantial benefit to many of the
projects, it did add an additional activity which required
time. BHA experience was that time spent in early
stage reviews can make considerable savings in the
latter stages by removing potential issues.
t Tendering – some of the tender bidders negotiated
extensions to the tender process due to high workload.
t Supply chain delays – the equipment supply chain
is still immature.
t Fuel supply options appraisal delay.
t Construction delays.
t Site access restrictions.

Biomass heat report
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4. Observations on development work

This section discusses the key aspects for developing a
biomass design and the lessons learned from the BHA
programme. Further technical details can be found in the
publications listed in Appendix 1.

4.1 Establishing site load profiles
Heating loads will fluctuate on a daily, weekly and
seasonal basis. Assessing the profile of these loads is
very important for biomass heating system design.

Key considerations
Often the heat demand profile is not known or well
understood by the building occupier. Gas and oil fuel
boilers are relatively cheap when compared to biomass
boiler systems, so can be oversized to meet the highest
peak demand without significant financial consequence.
Biomass systems typically only have the ability to turn
down to 30% of their maximum rating and cannot quickly
switch on and off (cycle) like gas and oil boilers. This
means that a biomass boiler sized to provide the highest
peak winter loads may not be able to operate efficiently
for the warmer parts of the year and would be excessively
expensive. It is therefore important to understand the
load profile of the buildings to be heated so that the
biomass and supporting systems can be appropriately
sized for maximum economic and carbon dioxide savings.

BHA experience
In many instances during the BHA programme an
accurate heat load profile has been extremely difficult
to determine. Existing installations with reliable heat
metering that can be used to determine the thermal
profile directly are extremely rare, and none were
encountered during the BHA process.
Often fuel bills are the starting point for determining
the demand. Invoices for gas fuel are normally received
monthly, and even then are often based on estimated meter
readings. Daily and seasonal peaks and troughs in the
demand profile are therefore difficult to determine. Although
a crude annual profile can be built up, the daily profile may
need to be derived from first principles and tools.
Where oil fuel is used, this is delivered in batches. The
records rarely give the starting and closing contents, so
it is often very difficult to build a profile. Also, a number
of sites had oil fuel tanks that served multiple boilers in
different buildings, with no separate sub metering.
To convert the fuel consumption profile to a thermal
profile, it is necessary to know the efficiency of the
existing boilers. Whilst some operators have an idea of
the efficiency of their boiler plant when it was new and
operating at peak efficiency, very few have any idea of the
average seasonal efficiency of their ageing boiler plant
operating across the full range of conditions that will be
experienced throughout the year. In service, efficiency
of old oversized plant that is cycling regularly can be
surprisingly low.
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Plockton high school case study

In the case study for Plockton High School there were two 900kW oil boilers fed which heated the school and
residential block. Because of upgrading of building fabric over the years the demand had reduced and the average
seasonal efficiency of these boilers was estimated to be 55%. Careful consideration of the load profile by the
Technical Design Consultant, assessed from several different perspectives, led to the conclusion that one 400kW
biomass boiler with a 30,000 litre thermal store, backed up by one 400kW oil fired boiler for emergencies only,
would match the demand profile and make the most cost effective and reliable solution. It is designed to displace
100% of the previous annual site demand for fossil fuel. An example of the resultant heat profile for the “Design
Winter Day” is shown below.
Plockton high school, extension & hostel
Load profile for the design winter day
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As improved metering of sites becomes the norm, with half hourly recording gas meters becoming increasingly
common, establishing an accurate heat profile will become easier. Where oil is installed, the small cost of providing,
and monitoring an oil meter in the supply line would prove a worthwhile investment if biomass conversion is planned
in the future. The average seasonal efficiencies established for various existing boilers in the BHA Standardised
Assumptions sheet will also help to develop realistic demand estimates.
Further information can be found in the Carbon Trust Biomass Heat Accelerator Biomass Boiler Sizing Tool User Manual.
The tool is also available for download.
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4.2 Sizing and thermal storage
Overview
All boilers experience a lag between start up and reaching
full thermal output. Additionally, boilers will need to
dissipate any excess heat they have generated when
they shut down. This is at a minimum for gas or oil fuelled
boilers which have a relatively small thermal inertia, and
where the heat source is removed the moment the
burner is turned off. Like all solid fuel boilers, biomass
boilers, in particular those fired with wood chips of high
moisture content, will take much longer than oil or gas
boilers to reach full output capacity because of the time
taken to establish the fire (this takes longer with wetter
fuel which must first be dried before it will combust). The
firebed must also be allowed to burn out and dissipate
residual heat when the boiler is turned off.
Biomass boilers have a limited turndown, and do not
respond to on/off demands. The system should be
designed so that the boiler operates as far as possible
within its modulating range over a number of typical

day profiles, with a minimum of on/off cycling. This will
improve efficiency and reduce maintenance (See Section
4.4 – Boiler Types). Thermal stores provide a way to match
the wide range of demand on a typical thermal day profile
to the limited turndown and cycling lag time available
on the boiler. If correctly integrated and controlled the
thermal store can also provide an additional heat source
to meet the peak load alongside the output of the boiler
itself. Heat stores are essential to the correct operation
of any biomass boiler that is required to meet a typical
variable building load profile.
The typical pattern of operation is shown in Figure 4-1
below. To meet the daily peak, hot water is drawn from
the thermal store to supplement that provided from the
boiler. As this occurs, the thermal store gradually empties
as the cooler water fills it from the bottom. Once the peak
has passed and the boiler can meet the load profile, the
excess heat will refill the thermal store. The store should
be sized so that it does not exhaust during the peak.
Correct hydraulic and controls integration of the thermal
store is discussed in Section 4.5.

Figure 4-1 Charging and discharging of thermal store during a typical design day
Lochaber leisure centre load profile for a typical January day average outside air temperature 5ºC
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BHA experience
The size of thermal stores on the projects which
proceeded to the implementation phase of the BHA
ranged from 40 to 90 litres per kilowatt of boiler capacity
(l/kW). The optimal thermal store size is determined by the
load profile, which is individual to each site.
Average costs per litre of thermal store based on
feasibility data ranged from around £0.85/l to £1.15/l.
There was a general rise observed from the estimates
for feasibility studies to the quotations received during
development which ranged from around £0.85/l to £1.50/l
with larger stores showing the expected economies of
scale on a CAPEX/litre basis.
Installers and non specialist biomass designers often view
thermal stores as an item that can be sacrificed to reduce
space or cost without realising the crucial effect these
have on the system. The BHA has demonstrated the value
of correctly sized stores. Correct integration of hydraulics
and controls is essential (see Section 4.5). Sufficient
space for the thermal store needs to be included from
the outset as it may, for example, define the necessary
height of the boiler house. System designers must
understand the concept of the store and its operational
function, sizing system elements such as distribution
pumps accordingly. Conventionally these may be sized
on boiler capacity but if the store is there to provide
additional output at times of peak load this needs to be
taken into account. Installers of systems sometimes
overlook the design subtleties of thermal storage and risk
compromising the future operational plant performance
over the whole plant lifetime if their short-term decisions
are allowed to prevail during the installation phase.

4.3 Fuel storage
Overview
The fuel storage, delivery and extraction systems are
essential aspects of biomass systems. The nearest fossil
fuel based equivalent is coal fired boilers, and it has
proved possible to convert some coal systems to biomass.
The storage and delivery systems differ considerably for
the two alternative biomass fuels, wood chip and pellet.
Wood chips are more variable in moisture content (MC),
energy content, density, size and shape and so require
a more robust and higher tolerance fuel system. When
compared with pellet it is significantly less energy dense
and of higher MC, so requiring a larger storage volume.
The two fuel types are treated very differently.
A key point is the low energy density of biomass, and
the large volumes required to give the same energy
storage capacity as fossil fuel equivalents. Wood chip has
approximately seven times less energy than the same
volume of oil. This increases the challenge of providing an
adequate reserve of fuel.

4.3.1 Key considerations: wood chip
Chip based fuel storage systems generally fall into two
main categories:
t Rotating arm agitator.
t Walking floor.
There are also less commonly used systems including the
use of hoppers (usually delivered preloaded with wood
chip) and ‘V’ groove channels containing a horizontal auger
at the base.

Rotating arm /spring feed
The rotating arm agitator uses a centrally driven arm or
arms that sweep around the fuel store delivering wood
chips to a central horizontal auger. The auger extracts
the wood chip and delivers it to the boiler, usually via a
secondary auger or mechanical rams. This form of fuel
store and delivery system is commonly used for smaller
stores and is also suitable for underground stores where
the fuel is top loaded.
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Common issues and disadvantages

Common disadvantages

For the rotating arms to reach all sides evenly the store
must have a square not rectangular footprint, this may
limit the way existing buildings can be used. Square
stores still frequently suffer from some form of ‘chip
clumping’ in the corners, where the rotating arms fail to
penetrate fully. This can result in pockets of wood chips
that are never accessed and so need periodic manual
intervention to break up; otherwise there is a risk that
moist wood chips bind into permanent clumps that can
then lead to further problems with the extraction system.
This effect can be reduced or alleviated by both the
introduction of an angled floor (aiding the natural gravity
based movement away from the corners of the store) or
by ‘rounding’ the corners of the store. Historically there
have also been issues with mechanical failure of the
rotating system although recent developments include
more robust designs with flexible sprung arms to provide
a more consistent reach into fuel store corners.

The main disadvantage over rotating arm systems
is the additional cost, which can be significant for
small fuel stores.

Advantages
This form of fuel store is typically mechanically simpler
and lower cost than the main alternative of walking
floor. The wood chips are also mixed during extraction,
providing a more homogeneous supply to the boiler, and
they are effectively delivered from the top down which is
advantageous to top loading of the fuel into the store.

Walking floor
The walking floor storage system uses a series of
mechanical floor plates that ‘shuffle’ or ‘walk’ the wood
chips from one end of the store to the other from
where they are usually extracted by a rotating auger and
delivered to the boiler. These systems tend to be more
robust than rotating arm systems and can also operate
successfully in much larger fuel stores. Stores are
typically rectangular in shape; the wood chip is usually
loaded into the far end of the store and then progresses
to the auger extraction end.
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Advantages
Most systems above 500kW boiler capacity will use
a walking floor as rotating arms can only successfully
operate below a certain mechanical loading, so limiting
the capacity of the store. It is not the boiler capacity
but the amount of delivered heat, and hence the wood
chip fuel demand rate, that dictates the technology
switch point. The robustness of walking floors also
enables a wide range of wood chip sizes and moisture
contents to be handled, providing greater flexibility in
wood chip supply.

4.3.2 Key considerations: wood pellet
Pellet, being a manufactured fuel, is more homogeneous
in size, shape, moisture content and being of higher
energy density can have much smaller and simpler
storage and delivery solutions. All systems require some
form of auger to deliver the pellets to the boiler. Pellets
are frequently stored in silos which can be located outside
the boiler house. In such cases the fuel will be gravity fed
to the boiler delivery auger which minimises mechanical
complexity and associated costs. Alternatively larger pellet
stores may use existing internal space with a rotating arm
system for extraction. A key feature of pellet storage is
that it must be suitably air sealed to prevent high volumes
of dust escaping, particularly during blown deliveries
which are pressurised. As well as being a potential health
hazard the dust can be highly flammable.
Another key advantage of pellet is in the ability to blow
the fuel into the store over a considerable distance.
This can substantially reduce delivery access issues and
expand the options for fuel store siting.
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BHA experience
Figure 4-2 Breakdown of fuel storage types by boiler size band
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The breakdown of the known6 fuel storage types for the BHA projects is shown in Figure 4-2. The key types were auger
with rotating agitator and walking floor, with two projects specifying hoppers. An even split is shown for agitators and
walking floors for the lower bands, with only walking floors being utilised above 500kW boiler capacity. The emphasis on
robust value engineering saw walking floors being specified for some of the smaller projects where comparative nonBHA projects would typically have opted for the cheaper rotating agitator approach.
A walking floor for one of the operational BHA projects is shown right in Figure 4-3. This particular system had to be able
to deal with broad range of wood chip types, sourced from onsite timber processing operations.

6 Storage

options for some projects that only progressed to the feasibility stage had not been specified.
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Figure 4-3 Walking floor handling a broad range of wood chip types

Where space was at a premium, one BHA project successfully used a pellet silo suspended from steelwork just below
the roof of the building. Other projects specified the use of standard ‘off the shelf’ pellet storage and delivery systems
from the agricultural industry. By using adaptable products from this developed industry, significant cost savings can be
made and there are a range of performance-enhancing options. For example flexible ‘piped’ augers are available that can
overcome alignment issues between fuel stores and the boiler house.

Figure 4-4 Fonthill – opening boiler house roof
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4.4 Biomass boilers
4.4.1 Key considerations
While there are significant differences in detail, the basic construction of most biomass boilers is the same, with a
combustion taking place within a dry lined refractory firebox, and the hot combustion gases taken through a tube and
plate heat exchanger to heat the water. The boilers are all very much larger and more costly than the equivalent rated
fossil fuel boiler, but offer potential operational savings as compared to fossil fuel. They also have considerable amounts
of ancillary plant, and space is often a constraint for projects.
The principal technical difference between boilers is in the stoker types used to feed and support the firebed in the
firebox. There are three principal types, each with their own characteristics and limitations.

Figure 4-5 Boiler types
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Advantages
Typical turndown ratio of 4:1.
Simplest stoker type with lowest cost.
Low fuel inventory permits low
consumption in slumber mode and
quicker response to demand.

Primary
air

Drying
zone

Pyrolysis

Charcoal
burnout

Ability to vary primary and secondary
air allows combustion to be optimised.

Ability to vary primary and secondary
air allows combustion to be optimised.

Wide range of capacity.

High capacity.
Widest flexibility in fuel size and type.
Can accept fuel up to 55%
moisture content.

Disadvantages
Most versions cannot adjust primary
and secondary air independently.

Firebrick lining can make the stoker
less responsive.

Clinker can form on hottest part of
firebed affecting output.

If not set up correctly, high temperatures
on surface can cause clinker to form
on top of the fuel bed causing the boiler
to flame out.

Least tolerance to variation in wood
quality, requires.
Consistent small and dry wood.
Will produce black smoke when the
fuel is too wet.
Limited capacity.

Limited to 30% moisture content in fuel.
Turndown ratio can be poor.

Longer warm up and cool down times.
Slumber mode heat output can
be significant.
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4.4.2 BHA experience
The boilers identified by the feasibility studies for the
BHA programme are all of medium to large capacity for
biomass thermal plant, and as a result have been moving
grate or underfed stoker type boilers. For most of the
installations, fuel price has been the key factor and wood
chip fuel has been used. The installations have tended
to be have moving grate stokers of some kind to allow
maximum fuel tolerance and reliability of combustion.
Sawmills have been particularly successful applications
of biomass plant. Here, the moving grate, with its fuel
tolerance and ability to burn wood of high moisture
content has been very successful. They have permitted a
variety of low value co-product to be burned to generate
heat for kilns, giving the maximum financial return. The
ability to burn high moisture content fuel permits recent
process off-cuts to be used as fuel, without waiting for
it to dry. One site has successfully experimented with
burning wood at up to 60% moisture content (beyond the
normal bounds set by the boiler vendor). Initial ignition
was the only significant problem encountered and this
was solved by leaving a bed of fuel in the boiler to dry out
once it had been turned off.
Over the period of the BHA discussions have taken place
with a number of new and existing operators of biomass
boilers. One of the repeated issues with wood chip fuel
is that the moisture content can vary between deliveries,
even with good suppliers. Although boilers can potentially
burn fuel within wide limits of moisture content, they
have to be commissioned and set up to burn fuel over
a much smaller range of moisture content within those
wider limits. The effective range is much less, and they
have to be adjusted to burn fuel from a different range
within the overall limit. A potential development by the
boiler suppliers to assist with this issue would be to have
a number of combustion settings within the biomass
boiler controls; these could be selected by the operator to
suit the fuel at the time.
An issue on a number of projects was that some tenders
were returned with a boiler type that did not meet the
tender specification. For example where a moving grate
had been specified, an underfed stoker was quoted. This
provided a significant capital cost saving on the boiler and
so reduced the submitted tender price but if implemented
would likely have led to inherent problems for non-uniform
or high moisture content wood chip.
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4.5 System integration considerations
Overview
Over the years many differing hydraulic and control
arrangements have been used for biomass systems.
Many have failed to properly integrate the slower
response biomass boilers and thermal stores in a way that
ensures maximum possible utilisation of biomass heat.
The result of poor integration is that the more responsive
fossil fuel plant takes over the load from the biomass plant
and the intended carbon savings are not made.

BHA experience
By gathering together a sub-group of key experts from
the Technical Advisory Panel, who drew on a wide
practical and theoretical knowledge, important progress
was made on guidance for integrating biomass and fossil
fuelled systems. It is essential that both the hydraulic
and controls integration of the supply-side (biomass and
fossil-fuel boilers) and demand-side (building thermal
characteristics such as thermal weight and heating
system response) are considered together. Generally,
simpler controls interfaces between packages will give a
more robust solution. Key principles established were:
1. Optimising biomass boiler size and thermal store heat
capacity to ensure best utilisation of biomass heat in
preference to heat from fossil fuels (gas and oil).
2. Allowing the biomass boiler to heat domestic hot water at
times when space heating loads are small or non-existent.
3. Using the thermal store to support space heating
pre-heat at the beginning of each working day.
4. Adjusting space heating optimum start regimes to limit
boiler power requirements in all but the coldest weather.
5. Maintenance services must ensure biomass system
operation is consistent with the design intent.
Additional information can be found in the forthcoming
CIBSE ‘Biomass Heating Application Manual’ (to be
published late 2012). The Carbon Trust has developed a
Biomass system decision support tool which support
option assessment on biomass boiler installations.
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4.6 Spatial constraints
Overview
In many cases biomass systems are installed as part of
the replacement or redevelopment of an existing heating
system. The re-use of an existing boiler house has a
number of advantages, including:
t Fewer civil engineering works required.
t Less interface pipework required.
t Decreased visual impact compared to new purposebuilt boiler house.
However, as the available space is constrained, the
decision to re-use an existing boiler house may lead
to other issues. Biomass boilers have not only a larger
footprint per unit output than fossil fuel equivalents, but
the systems also include significantly more ancillary
equipment – particularly for fuel reception, storage and
handling. There is often a requirement to retain or replace
fossil fuel boilers for peak and standby duties and the
existing boiler house may in fact be a plant room with
additional equipment as well as the heating plant.
Designing a layout in a constrained space taking into
account the biomass system, fossil fuel back-up and other
plant items and the required clearance and access for
maintenance can be challenging.

BHA experience
Several of the BHA development projects were
particularly constrained by spatial and layout issues.
Where possible existing buildings were used, however
new building were frequently desirable to overcome
access or internal space constraints. This was not always
possible within the required project timeframe and there
were further constraints because of concern over visual
impact and lack of suitable site space that also has access
for fuel deliveries. This issue can be magnified where the
biomass system is part of a larger development project
that is already operating to a tight schedule, resulting
in insufficient time to gain planning consent for any
additional external structures.

Space constraints led to the following complications:
t Limited choice of boiler models which were
of a suitable thermal capacity but would fit into
spaces constrained by height, footprint or access
for installation.
t The need for ancillary equipment to be built on
raised platforms.
t Ensuring that suitable maintenance access
was maintained for existing ancillary heating
equipment, such as swimming pool filters.
t Reducing fuel supply storage volumes, resulting in
increased risk from any interruptions in fuel supply.
t Switching fuel type from wood chip to pellet.
The following points should be considered
so that spatial constraint issues are minimised
in later project development:
t System sizing has generally been load-driven; i.e.
systems are sized for the optimum heat load following
configuration; however, where space is constrained
they could be sized to fit the available space. It is likely
that this would result in a smaller boiler which achieves
a higher load factor, alongside a thermal store.
t Tender drawings should always be checked by
tenderers prior to submission of their bid to ensure
accuracy and avoid issues during development.
t O&M should be fully considered when developing
layouts, both for the plant to be installed and any
existing equipment. Liaison with O&M personnel
can add significant value to this process.
t Spatial and layout issues can have a bearing on fuel
selection (i.e. pellet fuel handling systems are generally
more compact).
t Some clients prefer to use a packaged or containerised
solution where appropriate to avoid issues around
space constraints in existing plant rooms. However,
this solution is not always acceptable to host sites
on visual impact grounds.
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4.7 Stakeholder engagement
Overview
Biomass projects can often be a separate package within
a larger project, with a separate designer and supplier.
Even where this is not the case, effective stakeholder
engagement can significantly aid the delivery and
implementation of a project.

BHA experience
Stakeholder engagement is recognised as essential to
the smooth and successful completion of projects. Where
biomass systems are concerned, the best intentioned
design consultant or system supplier can run into problems
where there are multiparty stakeholders. This was the
case for a number of the BHA projects in different industry
sectors. In some cases the end user was not the client
commissioning the work. This may be the case in schools,
where the council wish to expand their biomass portfolio
but the head teacher does not share the same goals, or
where a management of a large country or leisure estate
may wish to install biomass to supply other users, such as
leisure centres or hotels, with biomass generated heat.
Other issues were experienced where facilities
management companies, acting as the client’s agents,
have their own agenda and existing relationship with
suppliers. This tends to reduce the scope of influence of
a third party independent reviewer, and can prevent best
practice from being implemented where it differs from a
supplier’s existing practice.
In several situations, the fact that a biomass boiler was
being installed, at some disruption and expense, led to
other stakeholders taking the opportunity to make wider
changes on site, such as refurbishment of other systems
or buildings. These separate projects can have the effect
of changing the initial feasibility study assumptions and
therefore potentially adversely affect the costs, programme
or effectiveness of the selected biomass solution.
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District heating
Extra complications are found where an additional
local heat user could potentially be supplied from
the planned development. This situation is never
straightforward, and for most publically funded
projects there is a duty on the client to investigate
such options. Establishing the third parties’ wishes
and preferred contractual arrangements is critical.
For large project designs it was preferable to keep
open the option to connect a DHN leg to the new
energy centre for as long as practicable during the
development process. This minimised the impact
of the potential complication, whilst enabling
supply of heat at a later stage. Some third party
heat load profiles may complement the main heat
user’s load profile.

Some of the clients reported change of project staff as
an issue, where those that attended tender presentations
and were originally assigned to the project played no
further role once the project started.
Environmental and planning constraints can produce
significant programme delays. Engagement with the local
environmental officers at an early stage helps to ensure
they are well informed about biomass boiler technology
and its benefits when replacing fossil fuels and avoids
potentially unnecessary requests for atmospheric
dispersion modelling of particulates and the time and
expense associated with such analysis.
Full engagement with the key parties at the appropriate
stages in the project can ensure that the system design is
an appropriate through-life solution and that development
and implementation is as straightforward as possible.
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4.8 Contract strategy
Overview
If a biomass installation is the main driver of a project,
a number of different contract strategies are available,
depending upon the capability of the client and their
appetite for risk and reward. A guide on contract strategy
covering the advantages and disadvantages of various
routes was produced as a part of the BHA process and
forms part of the legacy documentation.

BHA experience
Package contracts (where the project is split into different
packages of work let as individual contracts and co-ordinated
by the client and TDC) were used by several industrial clients
who had the in house capability to manage the contract
interfaces and proved successful. None of these were
challenged by the failure of a package contractor.
Traditional contracts (with a main contractor and all
the other work sub-contracted by them) were used
in several variations.
In one case where a general building contractor was
main contractor, the mechanical sub-contractor failed as a
business. Although there was disruption, it was the main
contractor’s responsibility to resolve the issues with the
supply chain, and the project was completed successfully.
The contract strategy protected the client from any
financial consequences of the failure.
In one case where the biomass boiler supplier was
the main contractor, they did not have the capability to
manage the overall design, nor the co-ordination of the
mechanical and building sub-contractors. The project was
only rescued by the extensive intervention of the TDC,
which in an unsupported environment would have resulted
in significant extra costs for the client. However, in a
second case this contracting approach was successful.
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5. Financial analysis and discussion
This section presents the analysis of the capital expenditure within the different
projects and at different stages of the process, from feasibility to development
and implementation.

As part of the feasibility process the TDCs were provided
with a set of standard tools for evaluation of the biomass
options. These included a template for building up capital
costs and financial criteria for the projects. For several
sites a number of different biomass system options
were explored. The standardised toolset enabled a clear
and level comparison to be made. The data was also
reviewed within the VE and QA processes, enabling the
dissemination of best practice and a standard approach.
Much of the financial analysis has been undertaken within
boiler size ranges or bands; these have been aligned to
the final RHI boiler capacity bandings.

A comparison of capital costs with lifecycle costs is
shown (see also Section 1.3). The section concludes with
a comparison of capital costs from previous Carbon Trust
studies and those collected within the BHA.

Projects by biomass boiler bands
A breakdown of projects by band and fuel type for all
feasibility projects is provided below in Table 5-1. The
capacity referred to below is the rated capacity of the
biomass boiler in kilowatts.
The ‘Other’ category includes straw and oat husk.

Table 5-1 Biomass feasibility projects by capacity band and biomass fuel type
Band

Capacity

Lower

Upper

Total

Wood
chip

Pellet

Other

A

1 to 99

1

99

5

2

3

0

B

100 to 199

100

199

14

10

3

1

C

200 to 499

200

499

22

19

2

1

D

500 to 749

500

749

15

14

1

0

E

750 to 999

750

999

2

1

1

0

F

1000 to 1999

1000

1999

6

5

1

0

G

2000 to
10000

2000

10000

3

2

0

1
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5.1 Capital cost of the BHA projects
Costs for the range of standard components present in biomass heating systems has been discussed in Section 1.3.
These have been averaged by boiler capacity band for all projects investigated at the feasibility stage and are presented
in Figure 5-1. All costs were estimates based on the TDCs’ biomass systems experience and quotes that they sourced
specifically for the studies. The costs have been normalised against the biomass boiler capacity to provide a measure in
£ per kW of capacity.
The relative proportion of the different component costs for biomass systems differs over different boiler scales.

Figure 5-1 CAPEX breakdown (£/kW) by capacity band for all projects (feasibility data)
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As would be expected there was an overall downwards
trend in project costs with increased boiler capacity.
It should also be noted that ‘additional’ project
costs, including EPC (Engineering, Procurement and
Construction), contingency costs, DHN (District Heating
Network) and non-biomass system specific costs make up
a significant fraction of the average overall project costs.
These can vary dramatically depending on specific project
requirements and have therefore been omitted from

further analysis which focuses on the key system and
design costs that will be experienced for typical projects.
One project in particular (in Band A) attributed significant
cost savings to the biomass system; these were set
against a reduction in the existing project costs for a new
development where the biomass system was to replace
a proposed oil fired system and are shown above as a
negative value. The net difference, however, between oil
and biomass project costs was still positive.
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The large majority of the projects (37 of 46) fell into
bands B, C and D (100 to 750kW) so the band averages
should provide reasonable representations of typical
costs for these boiler capacities. A substantial unit
cost reduction is seen between bands B and C, where
significant normalised cost reductions in boiler and
associated controls are recorded. This is principally due
to the economies of scale and the high availability of
boilers models in the 200 to 500kW range. There is also a
reduction in the normalised cost of fuel storage and feed
systems. Biomass systems of this scale tend to utilise
fuel stores with rotating arm agitators as described in
Section 4.3.
Band D shows a rise in unit cost of the boiler against band
C. Although Band D included boilers ranging from 500 to
749kW, the large majority were at the 500kW capacity
to enable maximum benefit to be made from the RHI as
originally proposed (see Section 1.2.2). Two influences
may have been present: a high demand premium for this
capacity of boiler and temporarily inflated market prices
because of speculation surrounding the potential high
return of the proposed RHI for these boilers.

Ancillary equipment and interconnectors show a relative
cost increase as boiler size increases. This is likely to be due
to the larger boilers requiring a step change in the capacities
and ratings of ancillary equipment and the need to replace or
upgrade existing heating infrastructure. For larger systems
there is an increase in relative costs of the fuel storage and
delivery systems, driven by the need to change fuel storedelivery technologies from rotating arm to walking floor.
The scale of fuel store required for larger systems tends to
outgrow any existing building space in or adjacent to current
boiler houses, and so requires new buildings. Several of
the BHA systems were designed with potential future
expansion in mind, in which case much of the ancillary
equipment and systems would have been scaled or rated
accordingly with surplus capacity and inbuilt redundancy.
The larger bands (1MWth+) include only a few projects so
may not represent typical system costs, however they do
show a steady downward trend as is expected due to the
economies of scale.
Because of the different nature of wood chip and pellet
fired systems, the costs have been split out and are shown
in Figure 5-2 (Wood chip) and Figure 5-3 (Pellet). Project
numbers for pellet systems were lower than for wood chip.

Figure 5-2 CAPEX breakdown (£/kW) by capacity band for wood chip systems
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Figure 5-3 CAPEX breakdown (£/kW) by capacity band for pellet systems
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There is a general cost reduction observed for the wood
chip boilers with increased capacity, with small exceptions
in band A, and band D. Band A (below 100kW) is small for
a wood chip boiler and only includes two projects. One of
these was part of a new building expansion on an existing
site, this helped to keep the costs to a minimum; the other
was designed to use existing space for the fuel storage.
The client also proposed self-supply of wood chips and had
existing on-site fuel handling capabilities, which enabled
the fuel store capacity and costs to be kept low.
Pellet systems tend to be less intrusive than wood chip
based systems (see Section 4.3) requiring less room for fuel
storage and delivery systems. This means that the higher
fuel costs can often be justified for smaller scale systems
that can fit into existing building space with minimal
modifications and that require less operator intervention.
This is observed by the overall lower costs of the midsized
bands C & D (250 to 749kW). However, the majority of the
smaller scale (100 to 249kW) pellet fired projects supported
by the BHA were either in schools or leisure centres, nearly
all of which required new boiler houses or energy centres
as part of the development. If the costs of the energy
centres are deducted from the lower capacity pellet fired
projects, they then compare very favourably against the
wood chip based projects for the 100 to 199kW range.

The pellet boiler costs were shown to be marginally lower
than for wood chip in the lower and mid-range capacity
bands. Significant savings are seen for the fuel storage
and feed systems for bands D and E, however these were
both based on single projects.
The cost/kW of larger scale pellet systems increased
for band F. This substantial cost rise compared with the
previous band was largely due to the nature of the project
concerned which required a bespoke steam based boiler
system, and which failed to progress further.

Projects that progressed to development
compared with all feasibility projects
A general cost reduction was seen in the average costs
of those that progressed to development. This is to be
expected once the less favourable projects were excluded.
Bands C and D, the 200 to 750kW range, showed the
largest reductions of around 10% of average capital costs.
In particular these bands saw a significant reduction in
design and project management costs, indicating that the
more complex projects failed to progress. Projects which
progressed in band D also saw a significant reduction in
fuel storage and feed system costs whereas the average
boiler cost rose slightly.
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5.2 Cost breakdown: comparison through the phases of a typical boiler system

Feasibility

Quotation

Figure 5-4 CAPEX breakdown for feasibility estimates compared with data from quotations
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A breakdown of the averaged component costs
based on returned quotes is shown in Figure 5-4.
Boiler costs have proportionally decreased from c.
40% (Feasibility data) to c.31% (Quotations), but when
combined with the ‘boiler other’ category are more
similar with c.41% (Feasibility) against c.38%
(Quotations). Noticeable increases were observed in
the average fuel store and feed component costs. The
largest component change was seen in the averaged
interconnector costs, which increased dramatically as
a proportion of the total, by c. 200%. As previously
discussed, this was an aspect that was frequently
underestimated by the TDCs in the feasibility studies.

Design, PM and Commissioning has decreased
substantially but is likely to have been applied to other
categories on the returned quotations, whereas it was
itemised as a true cost in the feasibility study assessments.
It should be noted that the quotation data are not aligned
exactly with the feasibility data, since only some of the
original projects progressed to this stage, however they
do include several quotes per project that did progress.
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5.3 Capital cost verses lifecycle costs analysis
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Figure 5-5 Capital costs verses lifecycle costs/savings

-800,000
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The chart above shows a comparison of three hypothetical
scenarios. The data for costs and savings are taken from
average performance of the projects in band C (200kW –
500 kW biomass boiler size). On average these projects
are sized to displace 95% of the fossil fuel used on site
before installing biomass.

of the current fossil fuel usage. The brown line shows
the position if 75% of the fossil fuel is displaced. This
could, for example, be due to a combination of incorrect
matching of the boiler size and thermal store to the site
demand profile and other factors such as an unreliable fuel
delivery system that reduce the availability of the plant.

The columns represent the initial capital cost in year one
(negative) and the ongoing savings and costs per annum
going forward for the 95% displacement scenario. The
red line shows the cumulative cash flow. Maintenance
and attendance costs are assumed to increase with RPI,
set at 2.5% pa for this example. Fossil fuel and biomass
costs are assumed to escalate at a higher rate of 5% per
annum. A discount factor of 3.5% (in accordance with the
Treasury “Green Book”) has been used to bring future
values back to today’s values.

The yellow line shows the effect if only 42% of the fossil
fuel use is displaced. This was the average figure taken from
an investigation of operational sites installed before the
BHA programme (although it should be acknowledged that
there were only a few sites for which this figure could be
derived). Over the life of the plant, taken as 20 years in this
case, the £737k net present value for the scheme displacing
95% of fossil fuel is reduced by c. £200k and c. £610k for
the 75% and 42% cases respectively. This indicates that
over the life of the project it makes very good economic
sense to invest more in the sizing and design of the plant if
that investment leads to a higher performance that can be
sustained over the life of the project.

The red line demonstrates that over 20 years the project
has a net value in today’s money of over £700,000. This
assumes the performance of the project is maintained
over the plant lifetime.
The brown and yellow lines represent the potential effect
of project under-performing and not displacing 95%

Previous work by the Carbon Trust produced a cost curve
for biomass boiler plants which was published in CTG012
showing a range of costs for plants of increasing size.
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5.4 Comparison of capital costs from the BHA with those from previous
Carbon Trust studies
Figure 5-6 Capital costs (system and design only) of typical biomass systems
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Figure 5-6 above shows the reproduction of this from the
data obtained from the feasibility study data for the BHA.
Both data sets were obtained by smoothing the scatter of
data into a line of ‘best fit’. The previous presentation then
set an upper and lower band of +/- 30% around this line.
The 2008 data has been adjusted by +8% to represent
UK inflation between 2008 and 2011.
This shows that there has been an average increase
across all size ranges in the region of 17% with a typical
500kWth system increasing from c. £520/kW installed to
c. £606/kW installed. However, the work in Section 5.3
shows that increased capital costs due to good design and
integration with fossil fuel boilers and thermal store can
result in much greater savings over the project lifecycle.
Design, PM and Commissioning saw a c. 50% increase.
The emphasis on value engineering and an optimised
biomass system ultimately requires more design input
than has been applied for simpler historical approaches.
Additionally, the rapid increase in market demand, driven
in part by the BHA programme itself but largely by the
announcement of the RHI, requires a learning curve to
be absorbed by the participating consultants as they
expand their workforce and skill set. The increased market
demand may have also contributed to temporary higher
than typical design costs through market forces.

Original cost curve (inflated)

5.5 General observations on costs
In general the predicted curve of specific capital cost and
the breakdown of project costs into the different aspects
of the project have held to be true for the actual projects.
The actual level of costs has increased somewhat from
the estimates made in the early stages of the BHA.
Whereas the cost of the main item in a biomass project,
the boiler(s), can be fairly accurately estimated the overall
costs for specific projects are hugely dependent on the
specifics of the project. Items such as the availability
of space for the boilers, thermal store and fuel store
therefore greatly affect the overall economics and viability
of a scheme.
It has also been observed that when a project is a viable
proposition, often other improvements and changes
are incorporated into the project and these can have a
significant effect on the cost and programme for the
project. This may include items such as removal of older
redundant plant items or rationalisation of the boilerhouse
or heating systems which distribute the heat to the site.
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6. Conclusions
Projects supported by the BHA, through to implementation, were illustrations
of what can be achieved with well designed biomass systems with suitable site
circumstances leading to favourable payback periods.

The BHA was successful in completing 50 feasibility
studies and progressing 8 to completion of installed
plants with a further 9 which will reach completion in the
near future. It is likely that the programme would have
been more extensive and included more sites had it not
been for the recession causing a reduction in the ambition
of the programme and a reluctance among clients to
undertake capital projects.
These projects have had a high level of design input which
should result in very reliable plants which can operate to
displace a high level of fossil fuel use. Analysis of preexisting biomass plants (Appendices 3 and 4) has shown
that this has not always been the case and that many
design and integration issues have conspired to result in
low operational performance and little displacement of
prior fossil fuel use. It has also been shown in Section
5.3 that the additional savings which will be generated
through good design can pay for the additional design and
capital cost many times over in the lifetime of the plant.
General observations are:
t Whilst financial returns from biomass projects will
vary greatly from site to site, in the right circumstances
biomass can offer an attractive financial investment
with good carbon savings.
t The RHI improves the business case for installing biomass.

t A general, above inflation, capital cost increase
is shown since the previous Carbon Trust study
in for a variety of reasons including:
– Extra capital costs for more robust installations
in order to minimise through life costs.
– The impact of the RHI in improving the business
case without the need for cost reduction.
– Changes in exchange rates.
t Appropriate system design, integration and controls
are crucial to a successful biomass system.
t For larger installations wood chip fired systems are
likely to have the lowest payback periods. This fuel
requires specialised biomass design skills to provide
optimised, flexible and robust systems. Pellet fired
systems using standardised components are likely to
be more straigthtforward for smaller installations.
t The tools and guidelines developed as part of the
BHA programme will enable significant steps forward
in accelerating the successful uptake of biomass
heating projects.
The projects supported by the BHA to implementation
show what can be achieved with well designed biomass
systems. Estimated payback periods in the range of
2-11 years and annual savings from £34k to over £500k.
Against a backdrop of an industry that is expanding rapidly
we expect to see cost reduction potential realised as the
industry matures.
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Appendix 1: Guidance and tools developed
by the BHA

Guides

Tools

End user guide

Fuel supply map based on national fuel
supplier database

Contracting guide
Fuel procurement guide
Template request for proposal
Template contracts

Economic evaluation tool for initial evaluation
of biomass costs
Decision support tool: to determine sizing
and control strategy for detailed design

Case studies
Industry guides supported by the BHA
CIBSE application manual (to be published late 2012)
Combustion Engineering association
health and safety manual
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Appendix

Appendix 2: Background to biomass heat

What is biomass heat?

The market in the UK

Biomass is one of the few forms of dispatchable
renewable energy in that it can be stored and used as
required. It can be derived from a wide range of crops
which can be grown in many regions of the globe. Its use
is generally more complex than the fossil fuel alternatives,
especially in terms of fuel handling and system integration
and these aspects need to be carefully considered in the
design and lifecycle costing of a biomass system.

The biomass industry is still relatively immature in
the UK when compared with other northern European
countries. This is largely due to the historic abundance
of natural gas and coal in the UK. For example, biomass
supplies approximately 39% of heat in Sweden whereas
it contributes to less than 1% in the UK.

Biomass systems can be fired from a multitude of fuel
sources, the two main types in Europe are wood chip and
pellet, but others include straw, oak husk and bagasse.
Wood chip has the advantage of being relatively low cost,
requires minimum processing and enables the easy use
of what may otherwise be a waste product. Wood pellets
are produced from fine dried wood particles, which are
naturally bonded together during a compression process.
Pellets have a much lower moisture content, and a higher
energy density and uniformity than wood chips and hence
require smaller storage volumes. These qualities also
enable pellets to be economically transported over
much greater distances than wood chips.

7 EU

renewable energy directive (2009)

8 DECC

renewable energy strategy (RES) (2009)

9 DECC

UK renewable energy roadmap (2011)

There are currently only a relatively small number of
companies that install biomass systems above 100kWth
capacity. The majority of the biomass equipment has
historically been imported from European countries.

Renewable heat targets and drivers
Under the 2009 Renewable Energy Directive7, the UK has
committed to sourcing 15% of its energy from renewables
in 2020. This equates to 72TWh of heat under DECC’s
‘central scenario projections’8. Given the level of renewable
heat generated in 2010 (13TWh, 12.4TWh from biomass)9
a substantial increase is required. The 72TWh target
equates to approximately 6% of the current UK gas market
for non-power related gas usage (DUKES 2010 data).
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Biomass resource

Economic

To fulfil and maintain the UK’s Biomass based Renewable
Heat target will require many tonnes of biomass per year.
Around 70% of the current UK biomass fuel is provided
from indigenous UK resources and it is expected that
much of the UK’s demand can be met by local supply,
however imported wood may help maintain commodity
prices provided it is sustainably sourced. The forestry
commission provide a map showing local fuel supplies.

t Relatively high initial capital outlay.

The key types of biomass fuel stock used
in the 200kW-2MW range:

Regulatory

t Co-product from timber processing industry (sawmills).
t Arboricultural arisings.
t Offcuts from forestry industry.
t Timber specifically harvested energy crops
(usually imported).
t Specifically grown energy crops
(such as short rotation coppicing).

Hurdles to installing biomass
An organisation considering installing a biomass boiler
is likely to face some or all of the following hurdles:

Technical
t Selecting the best technical option from a potentially
high number of relatively complex options of boiler,
ancillary systems and fuel storage and delivery systems.
t Integration of the biomass system with existing heating
and distribution system.

Spatial
t Biomass plant is larger than fossil fuel plant and may
require new buildings to house the boilers, ancillary
equipment such as thermal stores, and fuel stores.
t There may not be sufficient space required for fuel
delivery access.
t Biomass fuel is less energy dense than fossil fuel
and therefore requires larger fuel stores and/or more
frequent deliveries.
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t Costs of disruption associated with switching
from fossil fuel.
t Financial opportunity costs of the additional capital
expenditure – securing a sufficiently high return
on investment to justify the switch to biomass.

t Air quality.
t Planning permission.
t Environmental permitting.
t Meeting RHI eligibility criteria.

Lack of confidence in technology
t Understanding the difference to conventional
fuelled systems.
t Perceived lack of confidence in reliability of biomass
from press coverage of badly designed, installed and
operated systems.

Supply chain
t Fuel Supply – consistency of supply, maturity of supply
chain, managing physical deliveries.
t Boiler Supply – initial and spare parts.
t Ancillary equipment supply.
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Appendix 3: Summary of Carbon Trust
biomass monitoring report 2009
Between February 2008 and September 2009 an operational monitoring
programme was undertaken on behalf of the Carbon Trust. The trial
comprised energy metering, logging of breakdowns and fuel sampling.

For the majority of sites studied, the biomass boilers were
found to be oversized, illustrated by a typically very low
capacity factor (i.e. average load/capacity). This, in addition
to poor controls integration, led to poor utilisation at part
load and inefficient combustion leading to smoking issues.
Oversized biomass boilers are also noted to represent a
sub-optimal capital expenditure decision and the report
recommends that the most capital-efficient installation
comprises a biomass boiler sized for optimum heat load
following with fossil fuel for back-up and peak loads.
In operation, two key issues in relation to the
interaction between biomass and fossil fuel back-up
boilers were observed:
t Control philosophies were not configured such
that operation of biomass at as high a load as possible
is prioritised.
t In the event of a minor fault, some operators tend
to disable the biomass boiler rather than rectifying
the fault.

It is noted that there is far greater operator involvement
required for biomass compared to oil or gas boilers.
While some sites were found to be fundamentally more
reliable than others, the least successful sites tended to
be those where the operator essentially wished to have
minimal mechanical involvement with the plant. Hence, the
willingness of the operator to be engaged in the operation
and day-to-day maintenance of the boiler was identified
as a critical success factor. Sufficient hands-on training is
another essential pre-requisite. UK spares availability was
also found to be an issue with some sites experiencing
3+ weeks lead time for parts.
Fuel quality was also noted as being critical to successful
operation. Where out of specification fuel is delivered
there is a greater chance of problem such as the jamming
of feed augers and poor combustion. Whilst wood pellets
were found to be significantly more consistent than wood
chip, no significant difference in reliability was observed
between the fuel types, although the authors note that
it is likely that wood chip sites are set up to deal with out
of specification fuel as wood chip is more complex and
variable by nature.
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Appendix 4: Analysis of historical
biomass installations
A survey was conducted on a number of historical biomass installations in
November 2011 to understand the state of common practice in the general
construction industry prior to the development work of the BHA. Key themes
are drawn out below.

Bunker and fuel store – The capacity of the bunker in
relation to delivery size was a common problem. The wood
chip bunkers have very low reserve at the point at which
there is sufficient space to accept a delivery. This makes
practical fuel management very difficult, and the biomass
plants often exhaust, requiring fossil fuel to be used until a
new delivery is made. This problem is exacerbated where
auger and rotary agitators have been used. Those seen
in service cored out the fuel within the bunker failing to
access some 25-30% of the bunker capacity.
Hook bin fuel store – When used singly, the hook bin
type of fuel store must also be run to exhaustion before
being exchanged. In practice, this also introduces down
time of the biomass boiler and can reduce the amount of
carbon free heat produced significantly.
Thermal store – At 18% of sites, the secondary side of
the thermal store was overpumped by fixed speed pumps
of excessive volume leading to permanent de-stratification
of the thermal store and affecting the biomass boiler
capacity control. At many sites no ‘integration’ blending
valve was used in the thermal store flow. This limits the
temperature differential on the biomass plant to that of
the heating system and reduces the effectiveness of the
thermal store. At 82% of sites the output of the thermal
store had been constrained to the biomass boiler output,
preventing it from being used to supply morning peaks
and meaning additional fossil fuel will be burnt to peak
lop. Some horizontal tanks had been used for thermal
stores, which will not stratify as well as vertical tanks.

Integration – All sites that had both biomass and
fossil fuel boilers had these connected in parallel with
the biomass controlled as the ‘lead’ boiler using a
conventional fossil fuel step sequence. The fossil fuel
plant was seen firing, in immediate response to changes
in load, despite the fact that the thermal store was full
and the biomass boiler only operating at part load. In all
these cases the hydraulic and controls integration was
poor and reduced the effectiveness of the biomass plant.
Heat meters – In over half the sites, the heat metering
was not working properly, giving inaccurate or no
readings. On two sites the mechanical water meter used
had disintegrated internally. None of the meters had
been placed in straight pipe lengths, although these were
available in most installations.
Miscellaneous equipment failure – Several items of
equipment had failed and been replaced despite the
young age of the plant. This included augers, rotary
three port valves, electrical hot air igniters, and heat
meters. Biomass plant has many more ancillaries than
conventional fossil plant and hence more items to fail.
It is important that these are of adequate quality and
robustness to prevent continual minor plant failures
preventing operation.
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Glossary

Glossary

Biomass

Solid fuel derived from plant matter.

Wood chip

Wood chopped into chips for fuel.

Wood pellet

Finely chopped wood processed to form uniformly sized pellets
by compression, then dried to a relatively low moisture content.

BHA

Carbon Trust Biomass Heat Accelerator.

EPC

Engineering, procurement and construction.

CDM

Construction (design and management) regulations.

DHN

District heating network.

PM

Project management.

QA

Quality assurance.

VE

Value engineering checks on the design.

RHI

Renewable Heat Incentive.

CRC

Carbon Reduction Commitment.

TDC

Technical design consultant (appointed and
fully or part funded by the Carbon Trust).

MC

Moisture content.

BMS

Building management system.

O&M

Operation and maintenance.
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